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With the odds stacked well
against him, Charris takes on
– and almost conquers – the
beast that is the 24-Hour Trial

GOING THE
DISTANCE

C

runch! I’ve lost the
front again and for a
split second my right
ankle gets crushed
between rock number
84,997,783,486 and a Yamaha
WR250F determined to have a
little lie down. But unlike all
the previous minor mishaps
over the past 20-something
hours of challenging riding,
challenging terrain and a
challenging headspace during
the 24-Hour Trial, in South
Australia, this minor mishap
isn’t quite as minor. There’s
pain and I’m growling through
it, but it hasn’t broken me. I left
my comfort zone back home on
earth and I’ve come much too
far and I’m too close to the end
to throw in the towel. No. You
can’t break me. Not today.
I get back on my feet but, as
soon as I bear weight on the
throbbing ankle, it feels like it’s
just grams away from shattering
like fine glass and I’m back on
rocky terra firma. I try again and
try to ignore the confrontational
Full Metal Jacket-style screaming
match going on in my head.
It ain’t pretty.
MOTORCYCLE TRADER
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22 hours earlier...
MENTAL AS ANYTHING
As Cam mentioned in his story
of riding last year’s 24-Hour Trial
(MT #337), the preparation is just
as monumental as the event itself.
Between my day job, a big, young
family and being properly wiped
out with the flu less than two weeks
before the race, however, I did very
little to get ready. I organised the
bike late, sourced the necessary
parts and had them fitted late, and
had bugger-all riding time. But I
don’t believe any of that was to my
detriment. If anything, it worked in
my favour by allowing me to go into
the event pretty green. And what I
lack in shame and ability, I make up
in enthusiasm and naivety. But I did
do some preparation.
The end of this competitive section is
within spitting distance and I’m more
than halfway through the fourth and final
six-hour/176km lap with five competitive
sections remaining (not just two sections
as mentioned on the Facebook video.
Forgive me, I was clearly delirious).
“You right, mate?” the next two
riders ask before riding on to inform
officials at the checkpoint marquee
less than 200 metres away. The
paramedics are on the scene and I
refuse the green whistle with the
dogged intent – not hope – that I’ll be
back on the bike and on my way at
any moment. As Henry Rollins said,
hope is the last thing a person does
before they’re defeated. ‘WWHRD?’,
or ‘What would Henry Rollins do?’,
has for years been something of my
life motto. Really, though, you won’t
know the person you are unless
you’re prepared to test yourself, to
push yourself, and find out.
But, no, a strong mind was let down
by a weakened body. DNFF, and the
added ‘F’ needn’t be spelt out.
The drive back to main control, the
start and finish line of the iconic 24-Hour
race, in Kapunda, a small town nestled
in the Barossa Valley, was less than
15 kilometres, but for a sorry-arse soul like
me, it was an eternity.
How did it come to this? What
happened to my rock-solid game plan that
got me this far? I’d say it aloud repeatedly
26
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I’ve never
been patted
on the back
so many times

ABOVE Waiting for x-rays
at Kapunda hospital. The
poor fella konked
out within minutes.

in various tones through moments of
lull, inattention and, importantly, to
crush any hint of negativity: Happy,
healthy, safe. Three simple words and
fundamental goals to stay focussed in
the right headspace and keep going. To
the end. And it was working. That’s until
the sun came up, radiating warmth,
visibility and encouragement, giving
me – and undoubtedly every other
competitor – a second wind. But with
sunlit visibility came some loss of
clarity. Throughout the wee hours
of the early morning, the (in)famous
rider number 83 was showered in
praise and encouragement at every
enormous campfire and checkpoint
to the point where I kept asking how
far behind I was and how much of
the allotted 90 minutes extra time I’d
eaten into. “You’re going really well,
mate. You’ve made up heaps of time.
Keep up the good work!” I’ve never
been patted on the back so many
times. Hearing all that repeatedly
along with the sun’s encouragement
inevitably took me up a gear, riding
through the technical sections faster
than ever and apparently clawing back
big chunks of time. But where was
‘Happy, healthy, safe’? And that’s all it
took for everything to unravel. Rider
#83, DNF. Straight to Kapunda hospital,
a fractured right ankle. I can’t begin
to imagine the outcome had I not been
wearing boots of such quality.

The one-day trials/enduro course
with Trials Experience (MT #348)
proved invaluable, not only from a
skillset perspective, learning how
to attack deep ruts, tight berms and
various obstacles, but also from a
philosophical viewpoint. “If you
approach the 24-Hour with the
mindset of ‘I don’t know what I don’t
know, it’s an adventure’ then you’ll
be fine. Remember to have fun,”
Trials Experience instructor Paul
Bray said. Sage advice.
After the long day’s drive from
Melbourne to Kapunda, the morning
of the event is a frenetic one,
especially for first timers, with
all the check-ins and, for me, the
administrative hiccups and hurdles.
But as I learnt from MT’s brains trust
long ago, it’s only a problem when
you don’t have a solution and I’m

What I lack in shame and ability,
I make up in enthusiasm and naivety

ABOVE ‘‘I

don’t know what I don’t know, so let’s just see how we go.’’ The compulsory rider briefing is strategically sedate to calm riders.
Yamaha’s Dave Pittman, a 24-Hour veteran, offers Charris some last-minute advice. And we’re off. Let the mindgames begin.
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ABOVE The

24-Hour draws
dedicated crowds that
cheer well into the wee
hours of the morning.
It’s a party atmosphere,
none of which hurts
riders’ spirits or
average speeds.

IN THE BEGINNING

Having a mental
plan of attack
for a long and
challenging event
such as the 24-Hour
Trial is critical

T he stats

104
Solo entrants

27
Sidecars

16

Rally class entrants
(first and final laps only)

34





DNFs
(Charris was the
last mohican)




now a paid-up and proud member of the
Keyneton Motorcycle Club. Thanks, guys.
The logistical running around burnt
up most of the pre-race waiting time,
which eliminated any chance of inducing
a nervous bowel or cold feet. I wasn’t
panicking, but I had to get the skates on.
Having a mental plan of attack for
a long and challenging event such as
the 24-Hour Trial is critical. I treated it
just as I’ve treated the triathlons, half
marathons, long-distance cycling events
from long ago and four times in the
birthing suite: Go at your own pace, treat
it like the Tour de France as bite-size
stages and tell yourself it’s longer than
what it actually is. I told myself it was a
30-Hour Trial. That way, you’re left with
enough in the tank and you actually end
up reaching the finish line sooner than
you expected. Yep, just lying to yourself
and believing it. And, yep, it works.
For those who came in late, the 24-Hour
Trial, aka the 24-Hour Reliability Trial,
has been running since 1924 and is
Australia’s oldest motorcycle race (see
breakout on the far right). It comprises
four six-hours laps with each lap
consisting of 12 competitive sections,
which are timed and recorded on your
all-important time card, which you
guard with your life (the rider with the
lowest cumulative time wins). Between
each competitive section is a transit leg,
which gives you plenty of time to catch
your breath, take in your surroundings
(preferably under a clear night’s sky) and
hopefully not freeze from wind chill
(the Avade heated undergarment was a
Godsend). Three evenly spread fuel stops
allow 15 minutes for maintenance and
sustenance for man and machine.
Weather conditions were as ideal as
one could hope for at this time of year,
with recent rain providing good grip and
minimal dust without being a mud bath
as seen in 2017. Still, this year’s 130odd solo and sidecar competitors rode
through all sorts of conditions and terrain
from axle-deep ruts of mud and bulldust;
technical rock gardens of every kind;
dry and rocky river beds; curly old creek
beds bouncing you zig-zag like a human
pinball; tight and bermy corners; and
wombat holes with suction so powerful
you’d end up in China. With each lap, the
circuit gets increasingly chopped up and

 





Reliability trials, along
with hillclimbs and beach
racing, are among the
world’s first competitive
motorcycling events. As
early as 1910, Australia
held a MelbourneSydney trial for cars and
motorcycles.
When South Australia’s
24-Hour Trial started in
1924 it joined a worldwide
trend of destructiontesting production
motorcycles in longdistance races.
Now heading towards
its centenary, the 24-Hour
Trial is the only one in
Australia to have survived
in its original format.
In its early days, the trial
started and finished outside
Adelaide’s central-city Post
Office. The course was one
complete lap around some
of the state’s most brutal
roads, most of which were
gravel. Depending upon the
winter conditions, riders
battled either dust or mud.
The one constant was the
bitter cold.
Throughout its
history, all motorcycles
and sidecars have had
to be road-registered,
roadworthy and in a
largely standard condition.
With no outside assistance
allowed, all tools and
spares are carried on the
bike with the rider doing
repairs and maintenance
as required.

There have been some
heroic efforts over the
decades. One of the most
unusual was a tie for first
in the 900km 1953 event
between Frank Gallery
and David Powell, both on
Royal Enfield singles.
The event also was
a proving ground for
up-and-coming riders.
In that 1953 event, Tim
Gibbes, who would
be involved in Steve
McQueen’s Great Escape
movie jump 10 years
later, lost an hour when
his Matchless sprocket
sheared off. He replaced
it and finished the
course.
More recently, Shane
Diener won free entry into
the 2014 Dakar Rally after
10 wins at the 24-Hour
followed by a strong result
in the Australasian Safari.
Now based in the
Barossa Valley, the
start/finish alternates
each year between the
towns of Eudunda and
Kapunda with generous
land owners opening up
their properties to create
a varied and challenging
course.
The beauty of the event
is that it brings in revenue
to the local community
and it also unites
South Australia’s major
motorcycle clubs, who run
the various checkpoints.

- HAMISH COOPER
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The brutal beauty of this iconic event hit
me: that was just one f**king lap. One!

12.50AM

Results
OPEN SOLO
1 Sean Throup (66)
2 Riley Graham (59)
3 Rowan Pumpa (63)
4 Jamie Banks (65)
5 Adam Wright (67)

trickier and more booby traps lie in wait.
And, of course, the fatigue. It doesn’t take
long to appreciate the 34 DNFs.
Despite all that, how some of these
guys ride so smooth and fast in the seated
position it beyond my comprehension.
I was almost always on the ’pegs,
leaving my legs to do all the work as
extra suspension while gripping the
skinny Yamaha. That was helped by the
installation of Steg Pegz, which give your
boots something to lock onto, thus helping
to reduce arm pump and fatigue. In fact, I
had none of that and my palms didn’t cop
a single blister.
But, of course, it wasn’t all smooth
sailing. My name is Chris Harris, not
Cam Donald, which means a snail pace
and plenty of spills, including the very
first competitive section (man, the mud
was greasy). The nuts and bolts that
held the circular high-beam headlight
vibrated loose, too, leaving the entire light
dangling by the wiring. My backpack was
full of zip ties, thankfully, but how ever I
tied them down, the headlight was angled
sky high to spot aircraft or at the ground
directly in front of me, considerably
reducing visibility and my average speed.
I tried a few bush mechanic-type tricks
wedging in sticks, but I’m no Roothy,
and I foolishly set off from the beginning
without spare nuts and bolts much to the
dismay of Spannerman and my engineer
dad. Instead, I was treated to a lighting
show from a ’90s rave party all night, but
I eventually stopped caring. As black as
the night can get, I could still see. That’ll
teach me for missing a shakedown ride.
Yep, preparation is just as monumental as
the event itself.

JUST ONE

Some six hours later, I reached main
control, the start/finish line, with Lap
One done. I was ready to murder the
complementary dinner and use every
ticking second of the compulsory
45-minute break. I’d essentially ridden
30
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SIDECAR (Provisional results)
1 Max Hutchesson/Sam Hutchesson (2)
2 Shane Schiller/James Ferguson (6)
3 Mark Launer Tyson Rohrlach (1)
4 Bradley Hunter/Adam Brook (12)
5 Scott Launer/Joshua Schutz (3)

ABOVE If a picture can tell
a thousand words then
photographer Ben Galli just
captured War & Peace.
LEFT Charris’ Scott Dualraid
adventure/enduro jacket
had a specific window
pocket for the allimportant timecard. The
main front pockets carried
the equally important roast
almonds and snake lollies.
Full gear review in the
next edition.

all day with only a small handful of
brief stops, and the hot and hearty meal
served by the smiling volunteers was no
less than a big, warm hug from each and
every one of them.
Sitting in the dining hall, struggling
to adjust to the bright fluoro lights
while the blood drained from my legs,
the brutal beauty of this iconic event
hit me: that was just one f**king lap.
One. I’ve got to do it all again. Three.
More. Times. Cue the mental atomic
bomb. That’s a helluva lot to process.
I won’t lie, for the first hour or so of
Lap Two, this cold, hard fact weighed
heavily on my mind. That’s about when
I started scheming all kinds of excuses
to bask in the comforts of a long, hot
shower and the big, soft bed seductively
whispering my name. If the bike were
to break down at any moment of that
darkish hour, I wouldn’t have been
disappointed. Turns out the rate of
attrition during this time is high but,
like hitting the runner’s wall, I pushed
past the allure of quitting with lashings
of ham-fisted throttle and a reminder to
enjoy the unusual experience.
Once settled back into a smooth

rhythm, the inner voices changed their
tune. “Mate, you’re most of the way
through this lap.” “You’ve got this.”
“We’ve got this.” “Yep, he’s right, you
know.” Still not sure who the other voices
were, but their logic made sense and I was
agreeing with them.
At the end of each competitive section,
I would take several sips of water heavily
laced with electrolyte tablets, grab a
handful of roasted almonds from my easyreach pocket and appreciatively accept
the offers to take as many snakes lollies
from the volunteers as I wanted. Priceless.
I must’ve downed between six and nine
litres of water, dunking in a heap of tablets
each time. Despite the generous fluid
intake, however, the number of pisses
could still be counted on one hand.
The party atmosphere can’t be
overstated – it’s huge, infectious and many
of them don’t hold back, with giant pizza
ovens cranking out the good stuff all night
at one checkpoint while another had a
100-plus kilo pig on the spit. I kid you
not. By morning there was nothing but a
big, smouldering skeleton for evidence.
Guessing a few hangovers too.
Whether I was distracted by the
aromas, fatigued or just shit-plain
unlucky, I lost the front while going at a
fair clip across a sea of loose rocks. No
harm done to rider, but it took me a while
to realise why everything felt awkward
thereafter. I’d been riding through a
tricky, rocky river bed with a semi-bung
headlight and crooked handlebars to the
point where the left grip was unusually
close to my thigh. A few good bashes
of the front wheel against a sturdy tree
sorted that out. Perhaps there is still hope
for me as a bush mechanic.
A few more minor falls (and countless
hours) later and Lap Two was done and
dusted. That was about 12.50am and the
half-way point had been reached. The
‘Happy, healthy, safe’ game plan was rocksolid and in full effect, and the proverbial
glass was very much ‘half full’. I ignored
the official time allocation between laps to
take a well-earned rest and savour every
hot drop of that chicken-noodle soup. I
needed to prepare myself for Lap Three –
the queen stage of the 24-Hour Trial.

A MOUNTAIN INTO
A MOLEHILL

“You’ve got to learn to love Lap Three,”
a checkpoint volunteer told me while
holding eye contact for emphasis.
MOTORCYCLE TRADER
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Special
thanks
I wouldn’t have got to the
start line, let alone reached
as far as I did, without the
support and generosity of:

LEFT Breakfast wasn’t
the most important
meal of the day,
it was a Godsend,
filling not only empty
bellies but weary
souls too. Our boy
looks knackered.
BOTTOM What a
heartbreaking gift
from photographer
Ben Galli. Too soon?
Absolutely.

He wasn’t wrong. This is where physical
and mental fatigue really sets in as you
ride zombie-like through increasingly
challenging terrain during inhumane
hours until well after sunrise. Given the
queen stage raises the level of difficulty,
I needed a plan to beat her – I had to
learn to love Lap Three.
The strategy from here was all about
smoothness and self-preservation. Once
we’re through Lap Three, I thought,
the sun will be up, the good vibes will
kick in and we’ll treat the final lap like
it doesn’t even exist. Plus the ‘happy,
healthy, safe’ creed, which had been
serving me well. The most powerful
motivation, however, came from the love
of family when one of the inner voices
thoughtfully dedicated the lap and its
completion to my wife and four children
all tucked up in bed. And that was all
the motivation I needed as I turned a
mountain into a molehill. I’d pulled the

“You’ve got to learn
to love Lap Three”
32
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> Chris Dobie and Sean
Goldhawk at Yamaha
Motor Australia
> Steve at Cisco’s Race Tuning
> Mitch at Platinum
Motorcycle Lighting
> Scotty’s Dirt Bike Spares
> Scott Motorsport
(Ficeda Accessories)
> TCX boots (Link International)
> Pirelli tyres (Ron Angel)
> Kriega Australia
> Avade heated garments
> Paul Bray at Trials Experience
> Ben Galli for all his
tireless help beyond photography
> ADB’s Dylan Ruddy for
lending me his kneebraces
> Cam Donald for the
encouragement and support
> And my wife for putting up
with me, pre- and post-race.
Much appreciated.

trump card, and within a few short hours,
Lap Three was conquered. In the face of
adversity, I now know the power of that
card up my sleeve. The hot breakfast was
brilliant.
That brings us to the beginning of
the fourth and final lap and back to the
beginning of this story.
I’ll just cruise through and enjoy and
thank all the volunteers on the final lap, I
told myself. If you saw the Facebook video,
I believe I said I’d treat it like a victory lap
and wave to the crowd like the Queen. I’ll
give you a moment to put the mag down,
have a good laugh and wipe away the tears.
That was my plan, and I honestly didn’t see
it as a kiss of death or pretend to hear a fat
lady sing. I know better than that.
“You’re going really well, mate. You’ve
made up heaps of time. Keep up the good
work!” cheered the checkpoint volunteers.
All that back patting, encouragement, false
sense of urgency and second wind spurred
me on to bring it home with accelerando.
As I upped the ante and got into the groove,
some other voice suggested to dedicate the
final lap to myself. It was a big call and
an uncharacteristically indulgent one,
but nonetheless a good call. “Yeahh!!”
the voices drunkenly roared. I pressed
on, and that’s all it took for everything to
unravel. I should’ve stuck with the sensible
dedication to my family.
You won’t know the person you are
unless you’re prepared to test yourself, to
push yourself, and find out. Rider 83, DNF.
The 24-Hour Trial, a 95-year-old motorcycle
race, claims another victim.
Seems I have unfinished business.

10.30AM

